Introduction

“Achieving complete customer satisfaction by fulfilling all the needs through technical excellence, versatile managerial talent, innovative software solutions so as to become a leading highly valued global IT technical solution provider”.

NetVision is one of the India’s fastest growing IT group with strong focus on Software Development, Multimedia Developments, IT Consultancy, Feasibility Study, System Analysis & Design, Project Management & Training. NetVision commenced its operations in January 2000, has achieved unbelievable growth rate of 1000% in less than 12 months.

In January 1999, NetVision commenced its operations with a strong focus to become global IT corporate. NetVision commissioned its first Development Unit in Ahmedabad with 30000 sq. ft of workspace.

In the Internet era, the problem lies with keeping oneself updated with latest technologies. Microsoft stays two years ahead of time. Sun Microsystems comes up with something called JAVA, which brought a revolution in the way software solutions were developed. These developments and changes opened new career paths and opportunities for growth. As Gujarat is well known for its intellectual capital and businessmen, there arose a demand to be a part of this Internet revolution.

There were very few visionaries at the time, which felt Internet is the next big area of development. NetVision was among the first Software Company to come up with major plans in high-end Software Development & Computer Training.

NetVision is dedicated to offer the best quality in computing solutions, multimedia development & training methodologies. NetVision HOUSE with 35000 sq. ft space and project management capacity of over 1200 software professionals proved to be the right place for providing total solution information technology services to government enterprises, semi government sectors, educational institutions, banking & financial institutions & various industries.

NetVision management and research teams are putting untiring efforts in the 24-hour developmental labs; software professionals constantly deliver the products pertaining to the industry need in coverage of all the new developmental aspects getting introduced in the IT market.

NetVision has evolved as a fine source for sun-certified Java professionals in India, giving more than 75% of Sun Certified JAVA programmers (SCJP) to the Indian IT stream which is a record in itself.

This was the beginning of series of new openings of NetVision branches all over the state of GUJARAT & MAHARASHTRA. NetVision is now a major player in IT world of INDIA with over 100 locations in various states like GUJARAT, MAHARASHTRA, RAJASTHAN, PUNJAB, HARYANA, CHANDIGARH, UP, All the Seven NORTH EASTERN STATES & likely to come in the states of WEST BENGAL and countries of UAE & BANGLADESH.

Services

NetVision provides a range of IT services to both its clients and alliance partners. It has the required development facilities and infrastructure combined with quality assurance processes to ensure timely delivery of high quality and low maintenance software solutions.

NetVision is focused on providing single point Total Business Solutions including System Integration. We have a track record of delivering custom designed applications and systems to support a wide range of administrative, management and commercial activities. These include IT solutions for:

- Business Process Solutions - ERP, E-commerce, MIS
- Web Computing Solutions - Internet, Intranet, Web Sites, Web Hosting
- Process Control and Automation Solutions
- Networking and Communication Solutions
- IT Consultancy and Professional Services of Placement

NetVision is positioned to deliver rapid, reliable and robust Information Technology Solutions that Work for you.

Application Development Group

The Application Development (AD) group delivers software solution for industrial applications,
government sectors as well as business establishments, for specific problems in terms of the turnkey development not addressed by ready-to-install software packages available in the market. It can integrate standard software components into systems, extend the functionality of the software, and create bespoke software solutions.

Application Development group’s custom-built solutions leverage the benefits of high performance, reliability and user friendliness that characterize successful operational system.

**Ad Group Is Active In Following Major Areas**
- Multimedia Development.
- Product Development in various segments like Healthcare, Law field, Banking, Insurance and other varied software segments.
- E-Governance Solutions on turnkey basis.
- Internet Application Development.
- Games Development.
- Portal Development.
- Palm based Application Development.
- WAP Migration Services.
- Database Connectivity
- Product Designing & Project Management.
- Engineering Applications like statistical process control, quality control, image processing, numerical computations and engineering algorithms etc.
- Evolving technologies like B-S/card base solutions/applications, total access/security system etc.
- Technical Event Management [Ranging from Total Event Management with extension to Video Conferencing / Event Software / Presentation Graphics / Print Media / CD extensions to the lectures/speeches availability etc.

**Expertise**
AD group has a team of IT professionals with extensive expertise in architecture design, development and implementation of wide range of special (even unique) solution. The team has hands-on troubleshooting expertise for low level or system technical problem.

AD group has adopted Microsoft strategy, though not limited to Microsoft systems and tools. We use GUI tools - Visual Studio components viz., Visual C++, Visual Basic, InterDev, Visual J++, C and Assembly languages.


**Key Advantages**
- Multi-media development lab/ with sound studio producing various titles segmenting the mass crowd.
- Few of the largest software development houses of INDIA.
- Extensive experience in design and development of tailor-made solutions.
- Grasp of the state-of-the-art Internet technology.
- Games Development Lab.
- Varied experience in Web site design and hosting - see list of reference web sites.
- Tried and tested software development process methodology.
- Design, development and implementation of applications on Unix platform.
- Stringent quality assurance processes.
- Experience in human-machine interface design, networking and communication solutions.
- Only company that which has given 75% of Sun Certified JAVA Professionals to INDIAN IT Industry.

**Our Achievements**
**ISO 9001**
To ensure total quality services to its customers, NetVision is INDIA’s only company to achieve the status of becoming an ISO 9001 educational Company in all the four divisions of education i.e. Education, Training, Design & Documentation.
This is to ensure 100% quality in the final product by maintaining the quality standards in the various processes right from the conceptualization to its production and its distribution to the final consumer.

**TOP 500 ET Companies**

To its success today NetVision is ranked in top 500 ET companies of India where giants like ONGC, INFOSYS & WIPRO are leading the table of rankings.

**Registration with Gujarat Government for Total solution in Information Technology Services**

We are one of the registered companies with Gujarat Government for their turnkey software related assignments including Software Development, IT Consultancy, Feasibility Study, System Analysis & Design, Project Management & Training.

**STPI Registration**

NetVision is also a registered software company with STPI (Software Technology Parks of India). This helps us in maintaining our standard of works.

**Internal Auditing Standards**

We at NetVision constantly thrive for the standards & we regularly do it with our own standardization process mentioned later in this profile.

**Offshore Office in USA**

NetVision has made its presence felt with opening an offshore corporate office in USA. This has helped us in starting our business with USA based clients also. We are also in fray of opening our offices in U.K., Australia & Germany.

**IT Professionals At NetVision Specializes In**

C and C++, JAVA, Visual Basic, ASP [Active Server Pages], JavaScript, JDBC, []Java Data Base Connectivity], NW [Networking], RMI [Remote Method Invocation], EJB [Enterprise Java Beans], JNI [Java Native Interface], CORBA [Common Objects Request Broker Architecture], XML [Extensible markup language], JSP [Java Server Pages], J2EE [JAVA 2 ENTERPRISE EDITION], J2ME [JAVA 2 MICRO EDITION], WEB LOGIC, WEB SPHERE, JAVA Servlets, PERL, CGI, Oracle, MS-Access, FOXPRO, MySQL, SQL Server, WAP [Wireless Application Protocol], WML [Wireless markup language], Palm OS programming 3.1+, Firewalls, COM/DCOM, HTML [Hyper text markup language]

Multimedia and Designing Tools: Adobe PhotoShop, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe PageMaker, Macromedia Tools, MS-Frontpage, Corel 9, 2D Max, 3D Max, Microsoft Image composer, Flash 5, Morph Studio, Drumbeats, Sound Forge & VISIO.

The professionals at NetVision believe in continuous learning. This can be seen in learning new technologies and soft skills. The professionals at NetVision regularly attend seminars on self-development, creativity, negotiation skills, and emotional intelligence. This makes professional develops solutions with an intuitive mindset.

**Assurance Of Success**

**Matured Development Process**

The development processes of NetVision are certified as ISO 9001 compliant. The target is to become the best out of all companies.

**Skilled People**

NetVision has always believed that their key resource is knowledge and people. NetVision has a strong team of experienced software professional from reputed areas. They specialized in different Line of Business in Application Domain as well as the Tools & Technologies.

**Proven Track Record**

NetVision has developed a successful track record in offshore project development. It helps the customer in meeting their business objectives by providing effective combination of Project Management capabilities and expertise in state-of-art technologies.

**Persistent Education**

Even with the rapid pace of changing technology scenario, NetVision is able to service the development needs of the customer due to its constant learning approach. Every individual is exposed to and trained on the new technologies through our structured program of training.

**High Quality Low Cost**

With the matured process, proven track record, and structured methodologies, NetVision is able to add value to the efforts of customer in achieving their business objectives. This has a advantage of being availed of lower cost.
AksharNet

AksharNet is Indian Language software. It is scientifically designed to match Phonetic characteristics to the maximum possible extents. You have to type the spelling according to the Pronunciation of Hindi/Gujarati Word. AksharNet also contains Sample Example for Mail Merge, Font Conversion, Number to Words etc.

It can basically be divided into two parts on the bases of its use:

1. Desk Top Application
2. Data Processing Application

Desk Top Application:- AksharNet can be used for all application on windows. It Supports office automation software like MS World, MS Excel, MS Power Point, Outlook and Netscape.

Data Processing Application:- AksharNet consists of fonts, keyboarding software and an application development tool-kit (SDK). Using AksharNet you can develop an application around a Unicode compliant RDBMS such as Oracle, MS SQL Sever, MS Access.

Target Users

Government

Central and State governments for egovernance applications, Government departments, PSUs, Educational and Research Institutions etc. In Gujarat Government all office correspondence is done with Gujarati regional language.

AksharNet Software is designed to FullFill all correspondence of Government Departments.

Main Features of AksharNet

Unique Technology

AksharNet offers a unique capability that is unparalleled and solves a long-standing problem of true data processing capability in Gujarati/Hindi languages. AksharNet can be used with a Unicode compliant RDBMS software for data entry, indexing, searching, sorting and generating reports. The data is universally portable and can be displayed using any Unicode compliant fonts and application software. With AksharNet this data can be displayed in non-Unicode environment like win95/98 without Unicode fonts also. AksharNet also supplies ISCTII char set as an alternative to Unicode. AksharNet is based on the latest technologies such as Unicode. It ensures that the applications developed using AksharNet technology can be deployed on any hardware/OS platform and the data produced by such applications will be universally exchangeable and portable.

TransPro Transliteration Utility

This utility is currently available for Gujarati/Hindi. It Phonetically transliterates English text or database to Gujarati/Hindi and vice-versa.

This facility makes it easier to deploy and use Gujarati/Hindi Languages with existing English applications.
Universal Filter Technologies

AksharNet lets you read the text entered in Gujarati/Hindi Indian language software. It also supports a ISCII to Unicode, Unicode to ISCII, Gujarati to Hindi, Hindi to Gujarati, Gujarati to English standard Conversion.

AksharNet Software Features

- Gujarati/Hindi languages.
- DOE/REMINGTON/PHONETIC/GODREJ Keyboards.
- Image Transfer Facility like JPG/GIF/BMP.
- Data Transfer Facility from MsWord to MsExcel/MsAccess and viz.
- Dynamic Fonts for Website Development.
- Number to Word Conversion Utility & Date converter Utility in Gujarati/Hindi
- Gujarati Words Find and Replace in MsWord.
- Software Development Kit/API’s
- Phonetic English Keyboard very Simple To Use.
- Data can be stored in ISCII Format
- Unicode Based Solution Conversion of Gujarati/Hindi from Iscii to Ascii, Iscii to Unicode and viz.
- Supports all the Windows based applications for Stand alone and networked environment.
- AksharNet Supports all the commonly used databases including Access, Oracle and SQL Server 7.0 etc.
- Searching, Sorting, Indexing support in Gujarati/Hindi Languages.
- Support All Windows Editor like MS-Office, PageMaker, Corel Draw, PhotoShop etc.
- E-mail facility in Gujarati/Hindi and facility to present in Gujarati/Hindi on web pages.
- Fifteen Gujarati Languages Fonts and Twelve Hindi Languages Fonts.
- Keyboard Layout for DOE/REMINGTON/PHONETIC.
- No Hardware Lock Requirements for Protection of Software.
- Support All Operating Systems like Window 95/98, Window 2000, and Window XP etc.
- Support Mail Merge Utility in MS-Word.
- Web Development support.
- All conjunction is linked properly
- Converting facility of text from the fonts of other vendors to AksharNet fonts and viz.
- It Supports Compatibility of MS-OFFICE like office-97 to office-2000 and viz.
- Office OLE Support like Open a file in word that is made in excel and any change in excel will automatically change word file.
- Gujarati/Hindi AddressBook to store data in Gujarati/Hindi Languages.
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